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View/plan view of the “extended” structure in operating position 

 

 
Full view of the user access area, in operating position, on trailer 

 

 
Full view of the worker entrance area, in operating position, on trailer 

 

Trailer-mounted mobile operations center 

MOD. CAR-GV-5/2                                  MOD. CAR-GV-5/2.L 
a) Sturdy supporting structure with aluminium section bars obtained from press-formed L. 6082 

sheets and/or extruded shaped sheets, welded at the joints to form a self-supporting, free 
standing unit.  

b) Transportable by a trailer with a load capacity of 25 or 30 q (depending on the model) or by 
standard vehicles with a loading platform large enough for the overall dimensions indicated 
below. 

c) Platforms and steps for access, detachable from the structure. 
d) High quality vinyl or aluminium floor on waterproof, multi-layer wood support. 
e) External curtain walls with sandwich panels in 1/10 double aluminium sheets coated with 40mm 

polyurethane insulation. 
f) Aluminium door and window frames with polycarbonate glazing (or safety glass) and panic bar. 
g) Separate worker entrance, side windows under the awning for customer contact. 
h) Can be used on board a vehicle or set on the ground. 
i) Custom paint and finishing work for higher visibility. 
j) Nominal size of freestanding unit (in mm.): length 5000 x width 2035 x height 2300 (as for 

flatbed trailer) or 5000 x 2400 x 2300 for the “L” version.  
k) Trolley/trailer approved for standard “transportation of goods”, 2 axles and ball hitch, with 2500 

kg capacity. 
l) Mod. Car-GV-5/2.L is 2400 mm wide  and has a capacity of 3000 Kg. 

1. Electric supply from 220 V external network on external EEC socket, provided with cable. 
2. Internal electrical control panel for branches with safety devices in compliance with current 

regulations and distribution on perimeter lights and sockets. 
3. The unit is divided into two distinct areas for: 

➢ 1 bathroom area with: toilet (caravan-type, chemical), shower hob and washbasin, 
complete with standard accessories. 

➢ 1 work area complete with: 3 foldable wall work stations; 1 freestanding folding table, 
10 stackable chairs, racks, panels / boards, fire extinguisher. 

4. Plumbing system with connection to the external network and channel drain system. 
5. 1 15 litre electric boiler for shower and washbasin. 
6. 1 electric ceiling fan (porthole type) with double effect (In/Out) and speed control and 1 

1500 W fan heater. 
7. 1 winter/summer air conditioning unit for the work area. 
8. Grounding system with connection and rods. 
9. Set-up time for “ready state”: Approx. 15 min., with 2 people trained in advance (in a test).  
10. Drain tubing with quick exterior connections. 
11. Front awning covers the user access area. 

 

Prices: Ex-Works Gruaro - Italy 

1. Mod. Car-GV-5/2 (as described, complete with bathroom): …............... €uro/each ____________ + V.A.T.- 
2. Mod. Car-GV-5/2.L (as described, complete with bathroom): …............... €uro/each ____________ + V.A.T.- 

Trailer excluded 


